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NATIONAL ADVISORY.COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS.

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 479.

THE SPAN AS A

I. Effect of the

FUNDAMENTAL FACTOR IN AIRPLANE DESIGN.*

By G. Lachmann.

Span’on the Climbing Ability of Biplanes

1. Introduction

Among various requirements of airplane construction, aero-

dynamic and static conditions naturally call for the production

of light md strong airplanes with minimum drag. These two con-

ditions are generally contradictory, but there is a point of

best conformity. In designing new

existing ones, both points of view

and simultaneously.

airplane types or altering

should be considered jointly

If particular stress is laid on speed, and if the climbing

ability can be largely neglected; it is almost always better to

deVelop the aerodynamic side and to accept t’heacmrnpanying

weight increments into the bargain, since the induced drag is

small compared with thq other drags. However, this case is

rare (racing airplanes). The fact as to whether the reduction

in parasite resistance resulting from the increase in weight

justifies the simultaneous increase in the induced drag, is

*l’DieSpannweite als grundlegendes Bestimmungsstfickdes Flug-
zeugentwurfs,11in Zeitschrift ffirFlugtechnik und Motorluftschif-
fahrt, May 14, 1928, pp. 198-208.
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determined in each case by a simple comparison; Baumann was the
,.,-,.,..,.>,,!,.,1..-

first ’’to”publishthis statement.* Vogt carried-out monoplane

tests dealing with the rather complicated

weight; aspect ratio, and ceiling.** The

to biplanes or sesquiplanes is tackled by

relations between

same problem applied

the following method.

However, instead of the aspect ratio, which is unpractical and

leads to confusion, the span is adopted as the independent vari-

able, and the wing weight, the climbing speed or the ceiling as

the dependent variable.

2. Variation

The span is

design. It is a

induced drag and

of the Wing

of the

Weight in Term& of the Span and

Wing ,Load~ng

one of the most impodtant fa~tors in airplane

decisive determinbn+ df the wing weight, of the

of the maneuverabilit~l variations in the span

do not affect these airplane characteristics in the same way.

Increased span increases the weight, but reduces the induced

drag and the maneuverability. This is how the problem presents

itself to the designer of combat a~~planes, who must keep &ll

three conditions in mind, whereas maneuverability can be largely

disregarded in designing commercial airplanes.

*A. Baumann, ‘tZusammenhangzwischen Widerstandsvermindemng und
Gewichtsiunathmel~(llRela.tionbetween Drag Reduction and Weight In-
crement~l),Zeitschrift ffirFlugtechnik und Motorluftschiffalmt,
1924, p. 10.
**R. Vogt, ‘lDasgunstigste Seitenverhaltnisll(l’TheMost Favorable
Aspect Ratioll),Z. F. & M., 1925, p. 167.
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The endeavor to obtain maximum maneuverability leads us

.to...multiplaneThe.....The.furtherdevelopment of.our investigations

refers to bipla,nesonly and no heed is ta,kenof maneuverability

The well-known Fokker wing cell with torsion strut is taken as

.anexample, its simple static structure being best suited for

our investigation. It is sought to determine to what extent

the climbing speed and the ceiling are affected by variations
\

in the span, when the wing loading (larding speed) remains con-

stant.

The following simplifying assumptions are made:

That the upper and lower wings have the same profile and

breaking load per square meter;

I That the front and rear spars always occupy the same posi-

~ tion in the wing section;
(

That the upper and lower wings have a similar plan form;

That the front and rear spars have the same thickness (Fig.l)i

used:.(Fig.2):

spti df the upper wing,

span of the lower wing,

The following symbols are

2b = wing span,

b. = half the effective

13u = half the effective

to = chord of upper wing at the root,

tu = ch3rd of lower wing at the root,

teo = chord of upper wing at the tip,

teu = chord of lower wing at the tip,
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where

= area of upper wing,

.= area of lower wing;

= distance between

= cross section of

=. cross section of

= share of breaking

= share of breaking

= wing loading,

.

centers of gravity of spar flanges,

spar flange at the root,

spu flange at the wing tip,

load on the front spar,

load on the rear spar,

= load factor for case A,

= breaking load per s(~u~remeter = D n,

= half the s-pm of’central portion of wing (cabane),

= reduction factor for the area of (trapezoidal) -
wings,

= idem, reduction factor for the bending moment,

= distance between wing root and the c.g, of wing area.

b

I. Moinentof Front Spar

maximum moment for the front spar of the upper wing is:*

to + %.
MO = -—-.2 .I-30so a g

t b=
Mo=”+ugk

to + ten 2 So
k= w

2 to ~

*Neglecting the decrease in lif$ at the wing tip.

I
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Or when
... ....

to + t~o
Fo.= b. -to...,=,= ~ b~

to -1-teo
Y= 2 to

lFoboag$-Mo=z

Correspondingly, for the lower wing:

tu bu2
Mu= a agk

II. Tensile and Compressive Stresses in Upper and Lower Flanges

M. F.
So=Z:ho=~to=C~ —

b. y

boa
So=magk

v

III. Weight of the Spar Flanges

Undei the approximate assumption of a rectilinear decrease

‘of

we

the thickness of the fl-angesfrom the root to the wing tip}
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where
.= .,.,.. . . .

7-’=
%=
%=

Let

Then

or,

where

Then

S can be

the specific gra~ity of the material

cross section of flange at the root,

6

of the flange,

cross section of flange at the tip (Fig. 3).

Gg=7
l+nl+J--i-

3-— bql

‘g =bqlzK, ‘“

((3= either tensile or compressive stress)

considered numerically equal to either the tensile or

compressive stress. Experience shows that in most cases the

cross sections of”both flanges must be

on accouiitof the high load factor now

planes, the downward load in case C is

different from the upward load

,. the froni%par flanges of half

‘gv(o,u)
=

or

(!igv(o,u)=

in case

nearly the same, since,

adopted for combat air-

equal.to or only slightly

A. Thus the weight of

the wing cell is
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Since a -1-~ = 1 the total weight of the spar flanges of
,., .-,,,

half-a wing cell i~’ “-

boa
Gg = -~ (1+ Cl*) ;gk.

Discussion of this formula.

\ a) b. and Constant Area

The weight of the spar flanges is minimw when C$ = bu = O,. .

i.e., in the case of a monoplane. This case, however, is ex-

cluded from our further consideration, since we would otherwise

be deprived of the binding effect of the strut, which is partic-

ularly effective in case C. $n any case it appears that, on

account of the weight, the lower wing should be kept as small

as possible.

The weight of the flanges is maximum when Cl = 1, i.e.,

when both wings have the same span. In this case the weight of .“:.

the flanges is 1

bo= K
%=v ~gk.

This fact is evidenced by very simple

b) ~y= h and Constant

considerations.

Area

Gg = C1 (bo$ + bu=)

fJt =
Kgk
2GU

= constant
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+=y

I’)o

of half a cell)
——

bu ==
i i - boa

(

@.2–’

boa + ~ - bo2
) -.

8

After differentiating and putting the expression equal to

zero, a minimum weight of the flanges is obt’sine’d,when.,,,
,

b. =
F

lF
2 x’

and a maximum, when

IV.

The total wing

Gg = weight of

Gs = weight of

GT = weight of

bo=O,~=

Total Weight of

weight comprises
GF = 2 (Gg + Gs
the spar flanges

the spar webs of

ribs, veneering,—
etc..,of half a cell.

.,, . .,. . ... . . ...

w.

the Wings

=1

the following components:
+ Gr)
of half a cell,

half a cell,

fabric, fittings, shims,

We are taught by experience that the variatipn of the

amounts denoted by Gs end.Gr is negligible, when the area and

the breaking load per square meter remain.constant.
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..,,
Hence, if G and G are,expressed by %he con$tant B,

B = Gs -t-C&

the wing weight can be writtten

-FB + bos

(l+cl”):~lc
Let H denote,the expression 2ca”

Then
GjjI= ~B+2Hbo3.

Lastly, if half the effective span b and half the width

of the cabme x are substituted for bo, we obtain

GF=2B+2H(b-x)3.

That is, the weight of the wing consists essentially of two com-

ponents, one of which can be assumed to be practically constant,

while the other varies as the third power of the effective span,

The values B and H are best determined from the data availa-

ble for the example to be investigated.

made

this

v. Effect of the Torsion Strut

For the calculation of the spar moment, the assumption was

that, for a given area and breaking load per square meterY

moment increases as the span:

Mo=~Foboagk.
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As a matter of fact the moment of the statically indeterminate
.,.,,,.... ... ., .... . . ....

force X.j, exerted by the torsion strut on the wing, must also

be taken into account, since it increases or reduces the moment

of the cantilever wing (without struts) according to whether

the force is directed downward or upward. Therefore, the value

of the resultant moment, which determines the dimensions of the

spar flanges, is

Mr = M. +Xi b~ (Fig. 4),

M. being the moment of the cantilever wing.

The value which, in a numerical,example, must be introduced

for the weight of the flanges, must correspond to their cross

sections as necessitated by the moment Mr. The cross sections

of the flanges, and hence the resultant moment, are assumed to

be given, since we start from an existing structure. Thus, pro-

vided all the other assumptions hold good, the fact that Mr

and M. vary as the span has still to be demonstrated.

If the ssme material is used for the spars, and if a possi-

ble variation of the shape of the cross s~ction of the spar is

disregarded, the ultimate bending stress kb is constant. Ac-

cording to our assumption, the xesultant breaking moment must

increase to AMr and hence the drag moment W of the cross
,,,.,

sectiom to A“w, if the span b is increased to A b. At the

same time, however, the thickness of the spar decreasds in the

same proportion, since, according to our assumption, the wing

section-remains constsnt. Consequently, the moment of inertia
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-of the-spar section varies .=
~~~k

.+

The statically indeterminate fizc~>a quotient of two

deflections

where a.Oi =

and ~.ii=

the deflection of the spat ,atthe point i of the
zero system under the influence of the distributed
load;

the deflection under the influence of a load 1
acting at point i in the direction of the strut.

In the particular case considered, both deflections ?loi

and ~ii are proportional to A for a uniform increase of all

the lengths and proportional to ba A4 for a constant load, Xi

remaining constant. Accordingly, the moment exerted by the

strut on the wing, and hence also the resultant breaking moment

Mr vary as the span.

3. Effect of the Span on the Climbing Speed*

The following equation of the climbing speed has been de-

rived from the thrust diagram in Figure 5:

w.4E._=ILI
G

~~All the airplanes comp~xed are assumed to climb with the ‘
——.—.

*The basic idea of the foll~~ing method for the calculation of
climbing performances independent of the polar is already con-
tained in my book llLeichtflugzeugbautl(llLightAirplane Construc-
tional),published in 1925. The obtained results, equivalent to
Schrenk$s forms, are perhaps simpler to derive and enable easy
repetitions even when no books or tables are at hand.
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same lift coefficient Ca = 1. This assumption
,. ,, -!.— ,’

suffi’cien-tlyjustified by practical experience.* The

to be

correspond-

ing impact pressure is then

drag W is composed of the

sidual drag Wr:

q j = d = Constant.=- The total

induced diag lVi and of the re-

W= Wi + Hr

K = the reduction coefficient for biplanes (according to Prandtl).

Or, on summing up

Furthermore,

Hence,

The propeller

e
w= ~ + fwr

fWr = residual-drag area.

D.

thrust S is obtained from

s

v

Y

No’v 75’q

‘&$ ~
= reduction factor for the engine power,

= air density.

No75q =A

*’M.Schrenk, l’ZurBerechnung &er Flugleistungen ohne Zuhilfenahme
der Polare,[~1927 Yearbook of the D~V.L., pp. 104-106 (N.A.C.A.
Technica3 Memorandum No. 456, 1928~,
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then ,.,..

Thus the following value is obtained for the climbing speed:
..

Av -
W=

DX’2y-1’24.43

G

The total airplane weight G comprises a residual weight

GR and the weight of the wings GF

G=~-+GF =GR+2B+2H (b-x)3

GR+2B=z

hence

and

G =Z+2H (b-x)3 —

VA -
( 4-*43

w=
z+2H(b-x)3

An expression

pendent value b.

which to a certain

investigations are

expression for w

is thus obtained which contains only one de-

“All the other values are constant, save f

degree depends on G. However, as far as our

concerned, this variation is negligible. The

may be differentiated with respect to b in

view of determining the c$ptimumspan. However, the solution of

the resultant equation i.s difficult. Besides, the graphicaltl,
study of w as a function of

tive. Neax the ground v =’1

A-
(
~+

w=

b would certainly be more instruc-

[+

—
and ;2 - 4, whence

fwr D) 4 D1’2J
z-+2H(b--~)3

. .----..--- .-,___ .
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.,

that

or

or

4* Effect of the Span on the Ceiling

At the ceiling
s =W

is, .,, i, ..

Au. 9-+
4.43 Y=’2DZ’= = D

fwr D

v fyi/2 =.
(~ -I-fwr D) 4.43 D1’2
\JJ /

A .

When an empirical.curve of the decrease of power of the

considered engine is given for an air density y, the ceiling

or

in

the density at the ceiling are derived from this curve.

On introducing

the ceiling

pression

density

Ymin =

law given by Schrenk* for

is directly derived from the

‘e
m 1+ f}~rD 6.05 D1’2 0“s2s

A -1

Yo
‘g = 20.9 log—

Ymin

decrease

following ex-

*Zeitschrift f~r Flugtechnik und Motorluftschiffahrt, 1926,
p. 161 (N.A.C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 456, 1928).
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5. Numericsl Example

,.. .. ,, T~e numerical.calculation wa’s’c”arriedout for a “knbwntype,

the weight of its components and its other data having been sup-

plied to the writer.

Basic Data

No = 4!50HP. 2B= 148 kg

T = 0.6 (mean propeller 2H=0.7
.. efficiency)

D= 70 kg/m2 x = l.l m.

n= 10 fWr = 0.?6 m2

GR = 1260 kg k = 0.96

Result of Calculation

a) Climbing speed near the grpund

1) Gp G e A fwr w
m kg kg kg2/m2 mkg/s ma mls

4 165 1425 9700 20~50 0:76 9b7
5 190 ~450 6A05 11- 10,6
6 230 1490 4713 d II 1049
7 292 1552 3i’750 It n lo.?
73 378 1638 3200 ii 1! 10.3

The curves obtained for G and w are plotted in Figures

6-7. The maximum of the w-curve is flat for a total span of

2b = 12 m. It would therefore be useless, in the present case>

to lengthen the span in ordem to increase the climbing speed

near the ground.
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. ...!
,,,,

. .

b) Ceiling .
,,.. -,, .,

.4 0.677 1*86 5.6
5 0.573 2,13 6.9
6 0● 531 2,35

0.498 2.51 ;::
; 0.481 2.60 8.1

The resulting curve is shown in Figure 8. While, for the climb-

ing speed, the static and aerodynamic influences in the neighbor-

hood of 2b N 12 fairly offset one another, the static influ-
$
ences, as regards the ceiling, are still slightly exceeded by

the aerodynamic influences, so that the maximum.is shifted to-

ward the regiom of longer spans. However, this gaimis not

large enough to justify the loss in maneuverability.

6. Conclusion

It is obvious that a similar relatiommay also exist be-

tween the wing weight and the spamof braced biplanes and strut-

ted monoplanes, i.e:, that they follow a law consisting of a

practically constant part and a member varying as the third pow-

er of b. Accordingly, we can assume a similar climbing ability

to what we found in our special example, that is, we may assume

that the span of each airplane type has a IIreasonablelllimiting

value, which it is useless to exceed for the sake of climbing

speed, and which ft would be scarcely worth while exceeding for’
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for the sake of the ceiling.

The nondimension~ expression
,,.,

c —_
= }Fbk

is derived as a comparative value from

k being equal to 1 for monoplanes, or in each case the v~ue of

the ‘treasonabletispan may be deriv”ed’from.

2b = C~Fk

The value C was calculated for a certain number of German

and foreign airplanes of different makes (mostly braced h.iplanes
.,

or strutteclmorroplanes)and recognized good flying ability and

[

was then plotted as a function of G G
NF (Fig. 9).

Figure 9

No.

1
2
3

$
6

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

][ake

Curtiss Hawk PIa
Spad 51
Fokker D XIII
Nieuport-Del~e 42 C I
Armstrong sis~j.~ v

Gloster Gamecock
Bristol Fighter
Fokker C V E
Breguet XIX
Potez 25 A 2
Albatros L 68
De Havilland llMothll
Raab-Katzenstein]ll~chwa,lbe~l
Udet U.12
Bellanka (monoplane) -
Dornier Merkur (mon~plane)

II Wal II
Ryan

.

Albatros L .73(biplane)19

Airplane type

Pursuit
11
II
II
II
II
II

Observation
II
II

Sport
II
II
II

Commercial
!1
!1
II
1!
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rne~ values obtained for.-t-hevarious typeg a~~~- for a

single-seat or two-seat pursuit airplane C = 2.12; ftictJbser-

vation airplanes C= 2,32; for commercial airplanes C * 2*4?;

and for sport types C = 2.19. Monoplanes have’a slightly higher

value than biplanes. This; however, may be connected with the

problem of longitudinal stability,

.Pursuit airplties are near the lower limit, which is easily

explained by the fact that they are comparatively little affect-

ed by the spsm or by the induced drag, on account of their low

power loading and because of the important part played by maneu-

verability of this type. Naturally C increases slightly for

greater lower loadings,’since the influence of the span is then

relatively greater.

It is particularly remarkable that two airplanes of extraor-

dinary efficiency, of so fundamentally different types as the

Dornier ‘lWaltlamd the De Havilland ~llloth,llhave a similar, com-

paratively

2.185).

Hopes

increasing

small value of (t (Wal, C = 2.285); Moth, C =

regarding the improvement of the climbing ability by

the span, awakened by the now generally recognized

aerodynamic importance of the wm., pwve i.llwow V’! the light

of a static-aerodynamicinvestigations One is tempted to be-

lieve that monoplanes are better suited than biplanes for alti-
%

tude record flights.

The result discourages aerodynamic research and encourages
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static research.

., II. Maneuverability ~d Spa -’

1. Definition..of Maneuverability

“Maneuverability‘fmeans that property of an airplane which

enables the pilot to chmge its direction of flight in the short-

e’stpossible time. This property is of particular importance for

combat airplcmes} especially for single-seat fighters, two-seat

fighters, and observation airplanes. Lateral and rolling maneu-

verability are of paramownt importance in fighting.while flying

in curves.
.

Judging the maneuverability is generally left entirely to

the pilot. The designer (so long as he does

chiefly on the pilotts judgment. It is very

for the designe~ of combat airplanes to know

not fly) depends

important, however,

exactly how maneu-

verability is affected by the various structural features and,

accordingly, to be able to.develop the most favorable form from

the beginning, Or to make the requisite modifications of ~ready

existing types.

2. Analytical Study of Maneuverability

During the war the behavior of the airplane.in steady curvi-

linear flight was used in Germany for the analytical.study of

maneuverability.* Kannis investigations are based on cornpara-.
*Kann, l~Derwa.gerechteKurvenflugll(Horizontal Curvilinear Flight),
Technische Berichte III, No. .?. In the ssme number, !lDerKurven-.
flug eines Flugzeugsil(The Curvilinear Flight of an Airplane) by
E. Salkowski.

I .—
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tively simple assumptions, and his formulas are consequently
>....

htidy. ,Salkowskitackles theproblem on-general.principles.

The calculation is therefore more complicated and less lucid.

The results of Kannjs work are briefly indicated below.

Figure 10 is an airplsne in steady curvilinear flight..

z = centrifugal force, A = lift,, R = result~t force,.
),

Conditions 0$ equilibrium

R= baFq

. 75N7’I—=GwFqv

The moment ~ e must be offset by a corresponding deflec-

tion of the ailerons,

If a linear law is substituted for the decrease in engine

power with air density (Kann assumes that

YN.=NO% .

Ni = Nio ~
o

would be more correct, I?i being the indicated horsepower),

the following simple relatio~ is obtained:.

Thusth6 steady,curvilinear.flightj in air of density Y, is

carried out with the same angle of attack Y or ca-value as a

horizontal flight in air of a lower density Ya.
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tha radius of the curve is

and the tihe required to fly a circle is

SZnp= ““’ ,,T—
2nv

v ‘m

The requisite bank of the airplane’’is”‘‘‘“‘

Kann then shows that it is possible to calculate without anY

great error the shortest time required to fly a circle at the

angle of attack corresponding to the Ch-value at which the

airplane flies straight forward at the ceiling. Thus the follow-

ing expressions are obtained for the curve which can be most

Sasily flown:
..,,,,,,.

4,.!..! ,

T.min =
2VV

‘Rip

.,..!.. . . .
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American Formula for the Determination of Maneuverability
... ... ,...,..,_,, ., .,.:.,.:,,.,,
In America the following expressiomis” used for the analytic-

al estimation of

where

maneuverability:

R= climbing speed in feet per minute and,

r = radius of smallest curve at sea level.

Hence the value A has the dimension of an acceleration.

The minimum value of A in the specifications for single-seaters

is 7.

It is obvious that both Kannjs formula and the Americm

expression are more or less a criterion:of the climbing ability

of the a,irplwe.

Hence the maneuverability must be affected in the same way

by all structural features which raise the ceiling and likewise

improve the climbing speed. Thus, for inst~ce, the weight ad

the speed being constant, an increase in span effects a decrease

in the induced drag and hence .animprovement in the climbing

ability. Theoretically, this should also improve the maneuvera-

bility. This, however, is contrary to the sense of flight and

to pra’~tic~”ex@’erience.

This apparent contradiction between theory

due to the fact that the above-mentioned German

considerations apply only to steady curviline~

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,. ,,,, , ,,

and practice is

and American .

flight, whereas,

..-.., ..——..—
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in practice, nonsteady flight, i.e., the transition from rectilin-

ear to curvilinear flight is of much greater importance. In the..-,..,...~... ,.,.,.,’
- first case the bank ~. is taken for granted, while in the see-

ond case particular importance is attached to the time required

to reach this banked position.

In my opinion it would be more useful to substitute a dynam-

ical study for the static investigation of the equilibrium and

to introduce ‘Ironing abilityllas a criterion of maneuverability.

I understand ‘trollingabilityllto be represented by the angular

velocity of the airplane abou~ its X axis for a,given impact or

dynamic pressure and a given ailerom deflection. Stated practi-

cally, maneuverability is measured by the time required by an

airplane in horizontal flight to complete a total or partial

roll~ It will be shown subsequently that the speed of turning

in the horizontal plane is likewise decidedly affected by this

“rolling speed.!’

The fact that the minimum values of the ceiling and of the

climbing speed.am generally defined by special requirements, af-

fords a criterion.of the maneuverability which is independent of

the climbing performances.

3. Effect of Span on Rolling Ability

Let Mr denote tolling moment developed by the ailerons;

Q, angular speed of rotation;

J, moment of inertia of airplane abwt its X axis;

D, the dsmping moment,
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Then,
..

where

The following

Mr =

D =

simplifying assumptions are made for the

rolling moment (Fig. 11):

b= the ying sp.fi;

t = the wing chord;

z = distance of e.g. of aileron surface from axis
of rotation;

Acn ~ = variation in en-value of undisturbed lift
distribution by deflection of left aileron;

Acnr = corresponding value for right aileron;

q = impact or dynamic pressure.

Then

Mr = q t t z (AcnZ +Aenr).

The distribution of Cn along the span b is obtained as

showrnin Figure 13.

Let the total lift or the value of the integral

+;

~ cn dz

b.-
2

remain unchanged.

This distributio~ which cmmrot..beadopted on account of its

abrupt transition, is replaced by a trapezoid~ distribution.
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If we assume that

,--- -. .,. ....

we lthusobtain the
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-- ACnz = ACnr

distribution shown

25

>

in Figure 13 which, as re-

gards the developed moment, is equimlent to the stepwise dis-

tribution of Figure 12.

Acn1I = Acnr: = ~ = 6 cmr
Wtq

when
Mr

— = C~r,
b2tq

cmr being the nondimensio~ coefficient of the rolling moment.

When c~lr is based on wind-tunnel experiments* or reasonable

estimates, the ideal distrititiom or its Acn~f value can thus be

determined.

For each point of the span at a distance z from the axis

of rotation the corresponding value of the ideal lift distribu-

tion becomes

Cni = Cno + k Z

12 cm
k=—

b

*See ~lBibliographyllat the end.,

-.,, ,..,,. ,,..,.,...,.,..-.,-.,,, ,,, .,...—,..,.——,-.,-,..,,.... ..... ,,--,—,-,- —, ,.,..- ,, .. ..—....—---
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Resultant Moment
,-...—,,,.

The resultant torque is a function of the lift ox Cn’ dis-

tribution along the span and of the angular velocity u . We

assume the ailerons to be deflected in am infinitely short time,

the ideal cn distributiorr.thus taking place suddenly. We also

assume the wings to be set originally (i.e., in rectilinear

flight) at an angle a. The rotation produces an additional

flow component

‘W=ZCU

and an increment

of the angle of attack (Fig. 14).

owin~ to the Ilorl?lallysmall values of w as compared with

v, we can assume that

Actw~.

According to Figure 15, the resultant cnr becomes

Cnr
dcn z ~‘On+_
da~”

Of course this relation holds good only for subcritical

values of a.

The resultant moment MT-D assumes the following value:

Q -
Mr -

)
D=qt/’cn{a+Aa’ Z dz.

b-=

1111I I I lllllmmll ll~llll-mmmmmlm-—m
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The bracket denotes the value of

of attack a.+A_U.= ,,,,,,,..,,. .,,...,,=....... .

Or,

+b=r-.-

27

cn belonging to the angle “

z

This integral ca,ribe split into two component integrals:

+b

[

+2’ dc 2
Mr-D=qt J (a + kz) z dz 1-~+~z’dzz .

h
-5

_=
2

expression of the rolling moment

corresponding value of the damping.

The first integral is an

and the second represents the

The calculated value is

;j(k-~~~Mr--D=qt—

When this expression is introduced into the equation

Mr-D= J &@
dT ‘

a linear differential eque.tiorris obtained in @ .

bs

(

dcnm
)
=J$$~tiZk-~~
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.=-, .,

After introducing the abb~qviations
,, ... .....

,,.-.
A= ~“’.~$~
CA

we obtain

(T is the symbol for time, to avoid confusion with the wing
.

chord t.) After solving we have
.

-~Zn(Ak-C~)+y=$ T,

The constant Y results fzom the initia} conditio~~~

T ,0=

co= o

Hence,

.,
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The following
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expressions are obtained for a constant F

(variable aspect ratio):

T 12J’in 1=
d Cn ‘--

~b2F [) al
2g ~-, vl-yz

(d Cn)
d cnin which

~]
denotes the value of ———

da

.(dCn)
da ~

corresponding to

each aspect ratio.

We can now plot the time-speed curve of the rotatim. The

corresponding integral curve judt indicated the value of the
a

angle of rotation v reached in/given time.

After effecting the graphic integration, u is found to

reach very quickly a value corresponding in practice to the

state of equilibrium (uniform rotation at constant angular veldG-

ity). This itieans that the ~-curve, as a function of T, is

asymptotic for T = ~ (Figs. 16-18).

The task is to determine the variation of the angle of roll

of a biplane when the span is increased from 13 m to 15 m.. Both

wings have ailerons of the same size. In both cases the upper

and lower wings have the same span and chord. The a,ileron:de-

flecti.onis assumed to be the same in both cases. Likewise the

flying speed v is assumed to be constant.

Airplane I Airplane II

bo=bu=13m bo=bu=15m

to=tu=zm to = tu= 2m
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d Cn
T =“o.o~ x 5~.3’= 4.01. -

d Cn
The slight variation in ~ for airplane II is neglected..

v= 50 mjs = 180 km/h

Let Mr (rolling moment) be 1030 mkg

1245 mkg for airplane II, corresponding to

of the aileron lever arm.

for airplane I and

the increased length

Acnl = O.11’j’ Acnl = O*1O5

k = 0.018 k = 0.0142

The moment of inertia comprises a share Jf of the wings

and a remainder Jr formed by the shares of the landing gear,

engine, fuselage, tanks and fuel, useful load and cabane. ThiS

remainder Jr is assumed to be constant for both airplanes.

The following estimate is made for an airplane which has recent-

ly been completed:

The wing shsxe was

ble.
~irplane I.—

JfI = 435 mkg

Jk = 1~0 mkg SZ.

calcul~ted according to the data availa-

Airplane II

S2 JfII = 501 mkg SZ

Thus, the total value of the moment of inertia is

J1 = 545 mkg E# ‘II = 611 mkg SZ .
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The time-speed curves and the corresponding integral curves

-areplotted in Figures 16 ‘%,nd17. “Lastly,Fi@re 18”shows the

integral curves plotted on a larger scale. The effect of the

increase in span becomes more manifest when the motions of the

two airplanes are represented in the form

(Fig. 19).

Naturally these investigations apply

of motion pictures

to rectilinear flight

only4 Hence the expression Irrollingabilitytfwas adopted. When

the airplane is simultaneously forced into a-turn by the rudder,

its rotational.speed increases, because the air speed at the

outer wing tips increases while that at the inner wing tips de-

creases. /

Approximate Solution

It can be inferred from the curves in Figure 18 that, for a

rough approximation, the effect of the moment of inertia is neg-

ligible when the expression Mr
is not

T
tually the case for airplanes with good

and sport airplanes).

too small, which is ac-

maneuverability (combat

The above consideration proves that the speed of rotation

becomes uniform after an extremely short time. Therefore,

let

$%=0’
and the following expression is obtained

L
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-.. .-. -.,
12 cm= V

w = --’= ...
dcnr d Cn
da ~

The values of the angle of rotation v after 4 seconds, as

obtained by this formula in our example, are

b = 13 m, V= 51..6° b = 15 m, W= 40.6°

Accurate calculation gave

~~o 39.5°.

4. Time Required for a Reverse Turn

The elements of steady curvilinear flight hardly afford

adequate means for making practical maneuverability measurements.

No pilot pretends to judge the maneuvera’oilityof his airplane

by flying uniformly banked circles. A criterion in better agree-

ment With actual conditions of air combat is afforded by the

time required for an airplane to turn through 180 degrees, start-

ing from horizontal flight apd returning to the same position

(Fig..20).

Let”the airplane turn through an wgle d~ in the time dT.

The following

,,. ,.

whence

L
or,.

relatiow then

ds =,

P =

dT =

d$ =

hold good:

pd~ = V .dT

V2
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If wc neglect the angular acceleration and the small vcccia-
,.. ,,-.,,. . .. . ,,. , _.. ,. ..-

tions of the rollin~ moment due”to the speed difference bef~veen

the inner and outer wing tip (The order of magnitude of the ratio,

span to minimuiiradius of turn near the ground, is approximately

1/10. The effect is practically the same, when several airplanes

with relatively small variations of the span are compared.) and

put

we get

or
$ = ; J tan (uT) dT.

After reaching a certain angle of bank P in x seconds,

the angle of rotation ~x becomes

T=x

@x= ~.~ tan (uT) dT
‘T=’O

or, since UX=W,

That is, the angle of turn of the airplane in the hoz’izonta3

plane, to which a certain angle of bank v in the vertical plane

corresponds. The angle of bank v is assumed to reach its max-.,.,, ,,, ,,,.,,L ,,,,

imum.value after a turn of the flight path through ~ = ~ and

then to fall back in the some way to O (Fig. 21).

+$;
P = arc cos e
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In order not to complicate the calcula,tiomunnecess~ily,

...tihespeedis,,introducedas a constant mean value,. If.,,,..-. ...,,.,
c

P=;,

then

or

- 3’;
cos (NT) = e

and, for

2 -“%
- arc cos e‘(JI

T; .

Example

v consto = 50 m/s = 180 km/h

I T I T! = 2T
b @ COS(!!T)

rad./sec.
I

UT sec sec.
rad. (p=90°) @ =180°)

13 0.224
15 00177-..
19‘ 0.135

oolq~
0.244’
0.3396

completion of

I 6.35 - la.yo
15000

1.422
1.324
1,225

.7.50
9.05 I 18.12

report* deal-

writeri It

After the an American

reached the

this work,

of maneuverabilitying with the problem

contains a statement

through 180 degrees,

that the mean time

as calculated from

required for turning

numerous test

During these

flights

tests the

the flying

with the JN4h airplane, was 15 seconds.

slight effect of the lateral moment of inertia and of
.,

speed was likewise established.

—.

*N.A.C.A, Technical Report No. 153, 1922, llControllabilityand
Idaneuverabilityof Airplanes,“ by F. H, Norton and W. G* Brovm,
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American Mcaeuverability Test Results

Air speed at start

JN4h
II
II
II

It

II

S.E.5

VE-~
11
lt

JN4h
!1

vi-y

S.E.5

JN4h
VE-,7

A. Banked turn

96 km~h
112
128 !!
96 !!
112 !’
128 II

104-136 ~!

112 II
128 II
144 II

B. l,~in~over

112 km/h
112 11

128 ~1

128 ii

c. Inunelm~n turn.——. .

112 km/h
129 II

35

Time for 180°

13.1 seconds
13*U 11
15.1 “
16.8 II
.15.5 !’
14.6 II

8.0 ‘1

10.5 ‘1
8.5 91
8.5 II

10.0 seconds
10.1 II

9.1 fi

y.5 I;

7.8 seconds
9.2 II

The great effect of span on maneuverability has long been

qualitatively recognized by pilots and designers of combat air-

planes. One needs merely to recall the unparalleled maneuverq-

“biiity of triplaes during’the wm. The present investigatio~

was conducted simply for the purpose of gaining a quantitative

. .——..—.—-. ..—-—- -.
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edhnate of thg effect of varying the span.*

The rapidity of the rolling motion about the X axis is of

sti-l.lgreater import.miceto-cornbaf’”’single-seatersthan to large

airplanes, since the modern single-seater does not accomplish its

quickest 180° turn in the form of canordinary turn but in the

form of a so-called ‘tImmelmamnturn,!!which is a combination of

a half-roll and

. It:follows

different spans

a half-loop.

from this investigation that, of airplanes with

and otherwise similar characteristics, the one

with the smallest span has the best maneuverability. Thus, for

a given wing area, a monoplane is inferior to a biplane as re-

gards maneuverabil$ty$ This is probably the chief reason for

the important position the biplane occupies in international

military airplane construction. A revival.of the triplane does

not seem impossible.

*Of”course the balancing of the ailerons is likewise very impor-
tant. Optirn~ balancing, that is, instantaneous deflection of
the ailerons was assumed ~n our calculation. The turning speed
in the vertical and horizontal planes is obviously reduced by
heavy aileroils. This can also be checked by calculation, which
however, would -afford-no-other’i’hforrnationsave that ailerons
must be as easy to operate as possible without being overbal-
anced.

L
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summary

. .. . . . ... . . . . .,.
.... . . .... . . ..

Previ6us theoretical izmve~tigationsof steady curvilinc.ar

flight did not afford a suitable criterion of lfm.aneuverability,tt

which is very important for judging combat, sport and stunt-

flying airplanes.

The idea of rolling ability, i.e., of the speed of rotation

of the airplane about its X axis in rectilinear flight at con-

stant speed and for a constant, suddenly produced deflection of

the ailerons, is introduced and tested under simplified assumpt-

ions for the air-force distribution over the span. This leadsA

to the following conclusions:

The effect of the moment of inertia about the X axis is

negligibly small, since the speed of rotation very quickly

reaches a uniform value.

The speed of rotation is directly proportional to the flyi-

ng speed and to the nondimensional coefficient Cmr of the

rolling moment, and is inversely proportional to the -spanand
d Cn

to the quotient — of the profile.
da

That is, the speed of

rotation is reduced by a Itgoodtlaspect ratio.

If two airpl.mes are ~isimil=lyffenlarged> i=e*Y without

changing the aspect ratio of”the wing and ailerons, Cmr ad
,,, -.,-

d Cn remain constant:’.- ‘Atthe same speed and the same aileron
da
deflection, the speed of rotation is inversely proportional to

the span.
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A..,,,
“’”-If5 rotation in the horizonto~ fli,~h+,path is attributed.-

to each inclination in the vertical.plane, the time required to

make a complete turn of 180° can be easily determined,

.

38

As m example, a calculation is carried out for

planes differing in span only. It is found that the

with the smallest span requires the shortest time to

a complete turn of 180°. The time required for such

given by the formula -Trl~

T =2
@g

~ arc cos e 9

three air-

airplcme

accomplish

a turn is

where

6)=
12 Cm-yV————
~dcn
E

Y

provided the angle of attack of the wings is below its critical

value,

The writer wishes to thank Mr. T. Fujimoto for his help in

making the calculations.

Translation by “W.L. Koporinde, Paris Office,
National Adv>sory Committee
for Aeronautics.

,. ,.
>: ,,.,,, ,
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